In this paper, we attempt to use the rating information to adjust linkage-weight between nodes to improve effectiveness of product recommendation. As we all known, sometimes we purchase goods or watch a movie do not really mean we like or we would purchase them again. Thus, it is necessary to take the relationship of nodes into account, which we use linkage-weight to indicate. However, most of prior work only consider the existence of linkages, ignoring the remarkable meaning of linkage between nodes. To evaluate our algorithm, we compare both the original link prediction local path index and simplified linkage-weight index (-1,0,1) to our index and our results achieve significantly better performance.
Introduction
Nowadays, all of us have an increasing amount of experience with online recommender systems, especially when purchasing goods from Taobao, watching TV serials onLetv(iQIYI), or setting up friend circles on Weibo [1] . Traditional collaborative filtering (CF) algorithms use the transaction data to reflect users' (or products') synergies to improve accuracy to some degree. Therefore, it become one of the mainstream recommendation algorithm [2] [3] . Different with CF, link prediction attempts to combine the network structure and nodes information together to predict the linkages which have not yet been generated or to find the linkages which have already connected but not realized, thus, it's proven to be one of the most concerned recommendation algorithms at present [4] [5] [6] [7] . Link prediction use direct and indirect relationship or the attribute information of nodes to help analyze the missing network and reflect subtle interaction relationship between nodes, which could describe the real world more accurately, which in turn to make up for the shortcomings of the traditional transaction data in reflecting network structure. As a consequence, link prediction has attached more attention in recent years [8] [9] [10] .
Given a set of users U and a set of objects/items O, we represent transactions T between them as a userobject interaction graph G=(V, E), where V=U O and E={(u,o): u U, o O, u→o T}. This is a bipartite graph since user nodes can connect only to item nodes and vice versa. Under this representation, recommendation is equivalent to link prediction between users and items based on the existing graph (of previous transactions). The graph representation reveals subtle relations between indirectly connected users and items. Related research state that, links in typical networks are characterized by strong and weak tie [11] . Link Prediction [12] also pointed out that with the intensive study of linkage network, the application of directed network, weighted network, and the way to make full use of the weight, direction and attribute between nodes to improve prediction results will be the hot topic in this study field. It is natural to take tie weights into consideration for the link prediction problem [13] [14] [15] , however, majority of studies on the local analysis based on link prediction methods consider unweighted graph [16] , only a few studies pay attention to linkage-weights in homogeneous networks, such as social networks, biological field [17] [18] . In homogeneous networks, we could use the closeness between nodes to represent linkage-weight, however, in heterogeneous network, fewer study consider linkage-weight or have make a clear or convinced method to represent the weights. In other words, the relationship between nodes could not be defined as disconnected or connected, and connected relationship could not just be subdivided into dislike (-1) or like (1). It's supposed to be a kind of intermediate between dislike (-1) or like (1) .
Above all, we attempt to use user-product rating data to generate linkage-weight in heterogeneous network to improve prediction accuracy, and then we compare our method to original link prediction local path index and simplified linkage-weight index (-1,0,1), which turned out to keep up with state-of-the-art.
In short, we could summarize our contribution as follows: we propose to apply linkage-weight in heterogeneous network and attempt to use rating data as linkage-weight instead of traditional method (e.g. consider the out-degree and in-degree in graph). The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our method. The experiment results are discussed in section 3. Finally, section 4 draws conclusion of this paper and presents limitations of the research as well as promising work in the future.
Methodology

link prediction in bipartite graph
Recommendation problem is equal to predicting non-exist links of the network, which could be connected in the future. Thus, we could use a bipartite network G to formally represent the interaction between customerproduct in a retail transaction. Given a customer-product bipartite network ( + , ) with product-set = { 1, 2 … } and a customer-set = { 1, 2,…, }and transaction-sets =5 { 11, 12,…, } we therefore can get the adjacency matrix × ={ }, =1when ( , )
, namely, ci purchases , or otherwise =0. Figure. 1 shows prediction of links in a customer-product network. The solid line and dashed respectively denotes the fact that the customer has already purchased the product and the prediction that the customer purchases the product. The main task of link prediction is to predict the possible links (dashed lines) in the customer-product network according to the link information (solid lines) observed.
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In this part, we propose to use user-prodcts rating data as linkage-weights to adjust recommendation results.Because the range of user-rating data usually varies from 1 to 5, we could not use rating date directly. Thus, we attempt to normalize rating data into 0-1. wetried to use three methods: liner function, sigmoid function, and log function.The result shows that the data after the change of sigmoid function is more closer to real world. The linkage-weight s were given by function (1), a and b were parameters. The figure 2 shows the structure of the framework of our recommendation system. 
Experiment
In this section, we compare our method with original link prediction index and the simplified linkage-weight method, s-weight, which was proposed by Feng Xie etc [19] .The experiment was conducted on a real-world dataset, MovieLens. This is a publicly available movie rating dataset collected by GroupLens from MovieLens website. Figure 3 shows the experimental results as follows, and the names of local path, s-weight, r-weight separately represent link prediction original index, Feng Xie's method and our method. The three methods' AUC indicators are respectively 0.8721 (local path), 0.8246 (s-weight), 0.8246(r-weight). As we could see in figure 3 , our precision indicator is higher than the other two methods, while the other indicators still keeping stable. Moreover, the main task of prediction is to improve the precision of recommendation. Thus, we can conclude that our method is better than others to some degree.
Further clarification, precision indicates the ratio of the number of relevant users in the top-N list to N, which defined as:
Where L denotes the total number of recommended products, and N denotes the number of products in recommendation list that actually be purchased by the target consumer.
Recall is employed to quantify the accuracy of recommended products, which is defined as:
Where TF denotes the total number of products with purchases in the future. F-value is defined as: 
Conclusion and future work
This paper propose a link prediction model based on Linkage-weight using extra information (user-rating data) in heterogeneous network. Actually, we tried to find some efficient and convinced methods convert some information (such as user preference, user purchase frequency etc.) into designing linkage-weight, and this time is one of our trial. And this work is still our future focus.
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